
CLASSIC LARGE LIBRARY TABLE KWY

Model: TA-KWY

Classic Chairs have added 2 extra drawers to an exact copy of an early Regency period desk attributed to
Gillows of Lancaster. The detailing includes crossbanded edges with ebony stringing, and finely reeded

tapering legs.
The solid leather tops are tooled in both gilded and blind patterns around the edges. The leathers are also

available in a choice of colours.

Dimensions (mm): w 1720 d 920 h 760

The shorter, original version with 4 drawers is available.

(model code TA-KW, Dimensions: 1320 x 920 x 760)

stock: To order

* Historical note:  The cabinetmaking company Gillows of Lancaster was founded by Robert Gillow in
1728, and opened their London Branch in 1771 in Oxford Street. A lot is known about the Company as its

extensive archives are held by the Westminster City Libraries, and also because they were the only



makers of the period to consistently impress their mark on their fine furniture.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Classic Large Library Table Desk Model: TA-KWY

Classic Chairs have added 2 extra drawers to an exact copy of an early Regency period desk, attributed to
Gillows of Lancaster*.

The detailing includes crossbanded edges further enhanced with ebony stringing, and finely reeded tapering
legs.

The solid leather tops are tooled in both gilded and blind patterns around the edges. The leathers are also
available in a choice of colours.

Dimensions (mm): w 1720 d 920 h 760

The shorter, original version with 4 drawers is available.

(model code TA-KW, Dimensions: 1320 x 920 x 760)

* Historical note:  The cabinetmaking company Gillows of Lancaster was founded by Robert Gillow in 1728, and
opened their London Branch in 1771 in Oxford Street. A lot is known about the Company as its extensive

archives are held by the Westminster City Libraries, and also because they were the only makers of the period
to consistently impress their mark on their fine furniture.


